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SCHEDULE 3

Regulation 5(3)

PART IIIA
INFORMATION TO BE INCLUDED IN REPORT BY FHSA

TO MEDICAL PRACTICES COMMITTEE IN RESPECT
OF APPLICATION FOR INCLUSION IN A MEDICAL LIST

1. Full name of applicant.

2. Copies of—
(a) the applicant’s application to the FHSA;
(b) any evidence concerning the applicant’s qualifications and experience produced in

accordance with the National Health Service (Vocational Training) Regulations 1979(1);
and

(c) any declaration of partnership.

3. Date from which applicant proposes to provide general medical services and whether he
proposes to practise as a full-time, three-quarter-time, half-time, job-share or restricted doctor.

4. Area of the FHSA’s locality in which such services are to be provided.

5. The number of doctors who are not restricted doctors already providing general medical
services in that area whose names are included in the FHSA’s medical list and whether they are full-
time, three-quarter-time, half-time, job-sharers, and the number of full-time assistants.

6. The total number of patients registered with the medical list doctors as at 31st March, 30th
June, 30th September or 31st December, whichever is the last to precede the date of the report.

7. The average number of patients on the lists of doctors providing general medical services in
that area.

8. Where the applicant proposes to provide such services in partnership with another doctor,
details of each proposed partner, as respects—

(a) his full name and his age, and whether he practises as a full-time, three-quarter-time, half-
time, job-sharer or restricted doctor;

(b) the total number of patients on his list;
(c) the number of patients on his list who are over the age of 65;
(d) the number of patients on his list who attract deprivation payments;
(e) where the proposed partner is a doctor who is authorised or required to provide drugs,

medicines or appliances, the number of patients on his list who are patients in respect of
whom he is so authorised;

(f) the total annual number of temporary resident attendances based on the last available four
complete quarters;

(g) the total number of rural practice units credited for the last known quarter;
(h) the number of hours in each week which he devotes to health-related activities, within the

meaning of paragraph 30 of Schedule 2;

(1) S.I. 1979/1644.
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(i) the number and location of the practice premises from which he provides general medical
services and sessions spent at branch surgeries.

9. Details of each doctor, including where requested, the sex of that doctor who provides general
medical services from practice premises situated up to 5 miles from the applicant’s proposed practice
premises, as respects each of the matters mentioned in sub-paragraphs (a) to (h) of paragraph 8 above.

10. Any other information which the FHSA considers to be relevant to the determination of the
application.

11. Whether or not the application is supported by the FHSA, including details of its reasons for
supporting or not supporting the application and any report from the Local Medical Committee or
Community Health Council.

12. If the Medical Practices Committee so request, a breakdown of the lists of patients by
reference to age and/or sex and a description of the area.

13. A statement that the FHSA has confirmed that the applicant is a registered medical
practitioner and that his name as entered on the application is currently included in the Medical
Register.

14. A statement that the applicant is a British or a European Community national or, if not, that
the FHSA has checked that the applicant is entitled to work as a self-employed practitioner in the
United Kingdom.
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